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Warm welcome to the 1st International CBSE English Medium School in Kansai region, Japan.
In the name & style ---CHANDRA SEKHAR ACADEMY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL (A CBSE Engilsh Medium School )
Address: Mukaijima Seminar House, 104-1
Takaba-cho, Mukaijima, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto, 612-8133 Japan.
Location is from Kintetsu Kyoto Line Mukaijima Station, 10 min walk.
Entry Open -St.I to St.III
Academic session -2018-19 Commences-1st April2018
Curricula- International CBSE Curriculum
As our starting step, we are opening the school from St.I to St.III in April 2018 where the
medium of instruction for students shall be English. And gradually the school shall be upgraded
looking into the demand of the people. Japanese language, Japans tradition, culture, etiquette,
manner etc are imbibed in students introducing Japanese language and culture as an elective
subject. Efforts have been made to learn the International Curricula at an affordable course fee.

ABOUT US
VISION
We strongly believe that learning can enlighten minds. Normally children learn quicker for they
imitate better, because they are free from conflict. The world is on its pace through 21st
century. We are passing through a difficult time brushing across contradictions in every walk of
life. We need to put our collective endeavors to keep our children free from the realm of
prejudice .There is prejudice against culture, against religion, against gender,class and
generation too, but we can successfully overcome it imparting knowledge which instantly
disperses the cloud of ignorance. But the knowledge must be in body, mind and spirit. Instead
of brooding over a problem, we train students to find a solution out to it. We keep each
problem a challenge before our students asif they are appearing for a difficult question.So, the
role of a teacher is just not to give him a curricular spoon -feeding but also to make the child
understand the problem with its intensity; so that, he can try out a solution of his own. Every
child is unique by himself. We just try to turn him into a prodigy!

From the President's Desk......
Being an Indian, I've been staying in Japan for more than two decades and have been conferred
with the proud position of being the International Tourism Ambassador of Kyoto , Japan and
there by getting an opportunity to serve this wonderful country!
Warm welcome to the first International School (CBSE) in Kansai region, Japan.
Chandra Sekhar Academy, International School Kyoto, Japan. Location is Kintetsu Kyoto Line
near Mukaijima station. (From Mukaijima Sta. 10 min walk)
As our starting step, we are opening a CBSE elementary school in April 2018. The school also
aims at upgrading gradually looking to the needs of International community.
Recently, Japan has built more connection and established relations with many foreign
countries, and doing support of various countries. As a result people from countries have also
started to show more interest towards Japan, and the desire for working in Japan is increasing.
Similarly with the increasing social, political and economical exchanges, the demand of qualified
and skilled human resources in Japan is increasing year by year.
With this view point, there needs to be a presence of such school which can provide
elementary education to their children, so that the children can get quality education in Japan.
Efforts have been made to make them learn the International curricula at an affordable course
fee.
With this, the parents would also feel at ease and relieved about the education of their children,
and they can focus on their work. The school also aims at upgrading gradually looking to the
needs of international community.

Presently, with the lack of such school, in Kansai the parents are not able to focus on their work,
because of tension about the education of their children, and they have to send their children
back to their home countries. Though there exists good international schools in Japan, they're
too expensive for the mediocre international community here to avail. Besides international
schools, there are state-run schools where the medium is Japanese. Children having less
exposure to the language scream into their seats inside classroom though teachers trying hard
to get them friendly. And finally they have to live alone in Japan, sending their children &
spouses back to their native countries for education.
In order to solve these problems, and to provide a quality education to the children of foreign
employees working in Japan, this CSA international school Kyoto is going to be functional in
April, 2018.
In addition, there will be another benefit from this school, which is for the foreign workers that,
they can stay or work for longer time in Japan. And this benefit is not only for foreign workers,
but also for the companies in Japan. They would also get to hire from a pool of talented human
resource. It will save time and money of Japanese companies as well, in other word, we can say
that it will be beneficial for both Japanese companies and foreign workers.
This school would also conduct cultural activities for the parents too, so they can understand
about Japanese culture, manners etc, and it would help to improve the societal and
professional understanding about Japan.
At school, I want to grow up the children in the world, who would love Japan by speaking
Japanese language, and understanding Japan deeply, and I also wish to encourage Kyoto to
hold international exchange events, and furthermore. I wish that this school will be able to
nurture and mould children into excellent talent, who in future would serve as human resource
to work for the companies in the Kansai region.
I had this dream of more than 15 years to create such a school in Kansai region in Japan that
teaches English language as well as Japanese language, culture and basic etiquettes, manners
etc. to the foreign children.
With the god's grace and fate, I have been associated with Kyoto City, where I have been
appointed for the position of International Tourism Ambassador, Kyoto City.
And finally my dream school CSA International shall be carrying image of a mini world in Kansai
attracting students from all over the world there by inculcating love & affection among children
for better living & understanding towards each other.
I really wish, and expect a lot of children to join this school.

I would be really happy if you could spread this message to the people around you.
Thank you!
International Tourism Ambassador of Kyoto, Japan
NPO India Japan Friendship Center (IJFC)
Chandra Sekhar Academy International School (CSAIS), Kyoto, Japan
President, Kunna Dash

ACADEMIC
We put our sincere efforts to achieve academic excellence introducing World-class teachers those who
have a passion for teaching. We strictly follow CBSE Guidelines by indigenous lesson- Plan in a conducive
child -friendly environment.

CBSE (Central Board of Secondary Education)
An autonomous organization under the Union Ministry of Human Resources Development, Govt. Of
India.CBSE schools exist all over the world and its objective is as follows:
AT CBSE , we adhere strictly to the philosophy of'creating innovations in teaching -learning
methodologies by devising student-friendly and student -centered paradigms.'
CBSE Founded-1962.

Curricula
The school is having distinction of international CBSE curricula endowed with Japanese language &
culture as an elective subject. Experienced teachers take care of the students and medium of instruction
is English. Lessons are learnt with care and precision amid fun-filled interaction.

Admission
Irrespective of cast, creed, color, gender and nationality, students in the age - group of 6 to 8 are
encouraged to take admission for the Academic Session 2018-19. Soon after admission students are
enrolled to their respective classes from St. I to St. III. Regular classes commence from 1st Day of April
2018.

Requisite Documents & Procedure
Students accompanied by their parents on or before 25th March 2018 have to furnish copy of following
documents supported by originals for verification.
1. Birth certificate.
2. Passport /Visa/Voter I- Card / Any such certificate from appropriate authority of their domicile.
3. Parents Passport/Visa /voter I- Card /Any such certificate from appropriate Authority of their domicile.
4. Three numbers of passport size photograph of the student. (Color)
5. One number of passport size photo graph of the parents each. (Father and Mother)

6. Medical certificate for blood group, height, weight and for any such deformities, ailments or allergies
if exist.
7. Transfer certificate /School Leaving certificate/Any such document from appropriate authority.
8. Income certificate of parents.
9. Fill-up Admission Form & Declaration of parents.

Tuition FEES
St. I -St. II- & St. III JPY 48,000 (monthly) (Tax extra) Subject to revision each academic Session

Admission FEES & Text books & Copies & Uniform
Including Text books & Uniform Tie, Belt, I-Card & Dress (Excluding Black shoes & White socks)
JPY 50,000 (Tax extra) Subject to revision each academic Session.

Timing of the school
The school is functional from Monday to Friday and its timing is 8:30AM to 3:30PM having normal
duration of 40 Minutes for each academic class. The school starts with Assembly class and every 3rd
period shall be Recess/Refreshment class.

Holidays
Besides weekend holidays of Saturday & Sunday, other such holidays are admissible as per state
holidays earmarked by the Department of Elementary Education, Kyoto, Japan.

Examination
These shall be Monthly, half yearly& Annual Examinations, Consisting of Theory, Practical and Project
papers to assess the academic Performance of students.

News & Event
Besides updating events& accolades in our school website, the school is having wide coverage in print &
Electronic Media Followed by social sites to make each child feel his/her distinction being an
indispensable part of the world community. Our media cell rolls on to capture the best!

Contact
Chandra Sekhar Academy International School (A CBSE English Medium School)
Mukaijima Seminar House, 104-1, Takaba-cho, Mukaijima, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto, 612-8133 Japan.
Location is from Kintetsu Kyoto Line Mukaijima Station, 10 min walk.

Web: http://www.chandrasekharacademy.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/csa.is.kyoto/
E-mail: csa.is.kyoto@gmail.com
Mob: 090-3486-9403 (President, Kunna Dash)

